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Constraints on a 4Constraints on a 4thth GenerationGeneration

Z width from LEP Z pole measurementsZ width from LEP Z pole measurements

Direct search boundsDirect search bounds

S and T EW precision measurements constrain S and T EW precision measurements constrain 
fourth generation mass fourth generation mass splittingssplittings

Mixing constrains between generationsMixing constrains between generations



Direct search mass boundsDirect search mass bounds

Unstable fourth gen particles decay to SM Unstable fourth gen particles decay to SM fermionfermion plus a W bosonplus a W boson

TevatronTevatron Quarks mu>258 Quarks mu>258 GeVGeV
mdmd>268 >268 GeVGeV

LEP neutrinos 101, 102, 90 LEP neutrinos 101, 102, 90 GeVGeV in e mu tau channel for Dirac neutrinos in e mu tau channel for Dirac neutrinos 
90.7, 89.5, 80.5 90.7, 89.5, 80.5 GeVGeV for for MajoranaMajorana neutrinosneutrinos

Stable neutrinos 39.5 Stable neutrinos 39.5 GeVGeV for for MajoranaMajorana particles, 45 particles, 45 GeVGeV for Diracfor Dirac



S,T allowed parameter spaceS,T allowed parameter space

From From KribsKribs et al 2007et al 2007



EW precision constraints not particularly sensitive EW precision constraints not particularly sensitive 
to lepton sector.  For a large space of lepton to lepton sector.  For a large space of lepton 
mass parameters  EW is fine if quark masses and mass parameters  EW is fine if quark masses and 
splittingssplittings are appropriately chosenare appropriately chosen

From From KribsKribs et al 2007et al 2007



Mixing constraintsMixing constraints

In the quark sector direct measurements of V In the quark sector direct measurements of V 
constrain mixing between fourth generation and constrain mixing between fourth generation and 
first/second generationfirst/second generation

Flavor changing measurements constrain Flavor changing measurements constrain 
generational mixing in the lepton sector  mu to generational mixing in the lepton sector  mu to 
e gammae gamma



Neutrino MassesNeutrino Masses

For the neutrino fields N write mass termsFor the neutrino fields N write mass terms

Which can be Which can be diagonalizeddiagonalized



Define two mass Define two mass eigeneigen statesstates

With mixing angle With mixing angle 

And massesAnd masses



The coupling to gauge bosons is now mixing The coupling to gauge bosons is now mixing 
dependentdependent



Possible Neutrino EventPossible Neutrino Event





For mixed mass case the neutrino production cross For mixed mass case the neutrino production cross 
section for the lightest state neutrinos issection for the lightest state neutrinos is

Suppressed by the fourth power of the mixing angle.  Suppressed by the fourth power of the mixing angle.  
Heavy state pair production and heavy light Heavy state pair production and heavy light 
production are suppressed by phase space.  In production are suppressed by phase space.  In 
this way we can lower the mass bound.this way we can lower the mass bound.



LEP searchLEP search

Relied on looking for 2 well isolated leptons Relied on looking for 2 well isolated leptons 
of the same flavor.of the same flavor.

Required isolation cone of 30 degrees Required isolation cone of 30 degrees 
around the hard leptonsaround the hard leptons

Looked for 60 Looked for 60 GeVGeV of of hadronichadronic activity, activity, 
mostly sensitive to mostly sensitive to hadronichadronic decay of the decay of the 
Ws.Ws.



Assuming all 4Assuming all 4thth gen neutrinos decay to a single final lepton gen neutrinos decay to a single final lepton 
flavor, generate events with MADGRAPH, decay using flavor, generate events with MADGRAPH, decay using 
BRIDGE, and shower events through PYTHIA to get BRIDGE, and shower events through PYTHIA to get 
estimated efficiencies for mixed mass searchestimated efficiencies for mixed mass search





Mass boundsMass bounds



Stable caseStable case

The lightest neutrino may be stable. In this The lightest neutrino may be stable. In this 
case the light state does not decay, the case the light state does not decay, the 
heavy state decays through an heavy state decays through an offshelloffshell Z Z 
boson to the light state plus a quark or boson to the light state plus a quark or 
lepton pair.lepton pair.

In this case mass bounds are placed by the In this case mass bounds are placed by the 
total Z width and  the invisible width of the total Z width and  the invisible width of the 
Z from LEP 1.Z from LEP 1.



Tentative limits place the absolute lower Tentative limits place the absolute lower 
bound on lightest mixedbound on lightest mixed--state neutrino at state neutrino at 
33 33 GeVGeV from Z pole.from Z pole.

We must check that existing searches do We must check that existing searches do 
not further constrain the cascade decay not further constrain the cascade decay 
n2n2-- n1+Z* to claim this lower limit holds.n1+Z* to claim this lower limit holds.



Searching for heavy neutrinos, Searching for heavy neutrinos, 
Example with Example with MajoranaMajorana massesmasses

How to search for heavy neutrinos at How to search for heavy neutrinos at TevatronTevatron 
and LHC?and LHC?

Like sign Like sign didi--lepton signal.lepton signal.



Half of the event will have same sign Half of the event will have same sign dileptonsdileptons andand
Many event will have the final state Many event will have the final state 

For a For a dileptondilepton search with proposed cutssearch with proposed cuts







One may produce estimated efficienciesOne may produce estimated efficiencies

With possible exclusion up to 300 With possible exclusion up to 300 GeVGeV or with 5 or with 5 
inverse inverse fbfb of data, 3 sigma discovery potential of data, 3 sigma discovery potential 
for 225GeV neutrinos.for 225GeV neutrinos.



Extending this search with cascade decays Extending this search with cascade decays 
for two mass states would in principle for two mass states would in principle 
follow the same way.  follow the same way.  

Some production cross section would be lost Some production cross section would be lost 
in the case of heavy mixing.  And new in the case of heavy mixing.  And new 
efficiencies for the cascade would have to efficiencies for the cascade would have to 
be calculated.  be calculated.  



Challenges for light neutrinosChallenges for light neutrinos

For light neutrinos less than 100 For light neutrinos less than 100 GeVGeV, , 
current searches cannot exclude neutrinos current searches cannot exclude neutrinos 
as the efficiency of like sign as the efficiency of like sign didi--leptons leptons 
drops dramatically.   Leptons are not well drops dramatically.   Leptons are not well 
isolated, and isolated, and pTpT is small. is small. 

Must develop jets + missing energy search Must develop jets + missing energy search 
for stable neutrino case.for stable neutrino case.



Higgs physicsHiggs physics

An example of Higgs branching fractions with a An example of Higgs branching fractions with a 
fourth generationfourth generation



Possible Higgs DecaysPossible Higgs Decays



In the region of intermediate Higgs, 100In the region of intermediate Higgs, 100--160 160 
GeVGeV gggg and and bbarbbar are the dominant are the dominant 
signals.signals.

For the case of lightFor the case of light--heavy neutrinos heavy neutrinos 
neutrino pair production is proportional to neutrino pair production is proportional to 
the square of the Dirac mass component the square of the Dirac mass component 
of the neutrino.  This will easily beat of the neutrino.  This will easily beat bbarbbar 
production by a factor of 50production by a factor of 50--100 for the 100 for the 
case of neutrinos with masses from 35case of neutrinos with masses from 35--80 80 
GeVGeV..



At the low end of the allowed mixed mass At the low end of the allowed mixed mass 
spectrum, neutrino pair production would spectrum, neutrino pair production would 
overtake other signals as the dominant overtake other signals as the dominant 
Higgs decay.  Higgs decay.  

Such a region would be very challenging to  Such a region would be very challenging to  
find the Higgs in, find the Higgs in, 

--like sign like sign dileptondilepton searches are not searches are not 
sensitive.  The Higgs final state contains sensitive.  The Higgs final state contains 
between 6 and10 particles.between 6 and10 particles.



SummarySummary
Fourth generation is a possibility for BSM physics allowed Fourth generation is a possibility for BSM physics allowed 

by current constraintsby current constraints

The lightest particle mass bounds may be well under 100 The lightest particle mass bounds may be well under 100 
GeVGeV

This may have strong consequences for fourth generation This may have strong consequences for fourth generation 
particle searches which include cascade decays as well particle searches which include cascade decays as well 
as for nonstandard Higgs signals.as for nonstandard Higgs signals.

In the case of heavy particles LHC and In the case of heavy particles LHC and TevatronTevatron maybe maybe 
able to tweak existing searches to rule out or discover able to tweak existing searches to rule out or discover 
these particles.these particles.



Ongoing workOngoing work

Calculate exact mass exclusions for stable Calculate exact mass exclusions for stable 
light 4light 4thth generation neutrinosgeneration neutrinos

Calculate Calculate TevatronTevatron and LHC discovery and LHC discovery 
potential for neutrinos with mixed massespotential for neutrinos with mixed masses

Calculate Higgs decay branching fractions Calculate Higgs decay branching fractions 
for the case of Higgs<200 for the case of Higgs<200 GeVGeV and light and light 
neutrinosneutrinos
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